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$89,000 grant
to go toward
infrastructure,
new road

Panora Bread
plansto open
in Murray
By HAWIUNS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Panera Bread is making plans to open a
restaurant next year in Murray, according
to a company spokesperson.
Amanda Burns, public relations manager for Paneni Bread, confirmed to the
Ledger & Times in an email Wednesday
that the company is targeting a spring
2015 opening for the bakery-cafe. David
Roberts, director of planning and engineering for the City of Murray. said the
company had submitted site plans and
drawings to Building Official Keith
Miller for review.
"That includes the building plans, the

A Murray interest received
one of nine grants from the
Delta
Regional Authority
Wednesday.
City of Murray Mayor Bill
Wells attended the ceremony at
the Webster County Extension
Office in Dixon, where DRA's
Co-Chairman Chris Masingill
joined Kentucky Department of
Local
Government
Commissioner Tony Wilder in
presenting the grants. The
Murray grant - resulting from a
Joint effort of the city government and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
- amounts to S89,003 that will
go for retail infrastructure on
the northern side of the cit,
along North 12th Street.
"We're very happy about this.
Anytime the Delta Regional
Authority recognizes your
efforts in relation to infrastructure, you have to feel fortunate
to be part of that," Wells said.
"What this is going to do is help
pay for part of the work that
we're planning."
Specifically, Wells said the
infrastructure in
question
includes the extension of a road

II See Page 3

MCCH Board
discusses
ER numbers
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

III See Page 2

avtAg4iiu2 Clay
The thief cometh not, but
for to steal, and to kill, and to
destroy: I am come that they
might have life, and that they
might have it more abundantly.
John 10:10

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Fannie Knott

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Murray Fire Department firefighters David Frank, left, and Clint Stewart work on building a wooden shoring
device that could prop up a structure in danger of falling down. The exercise was part of the structural collapse technician training being led by Spec Rescue International, Inc. through Tuesday. For the story, see
Page 3,

An increase in volume for any hospital
is usually seen as a positive thing.
And don't get the members of the
Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital
Corporation Board of Trustees wrong, a
huge jump in emergency department volume at the end of the 2014 fiscal year did
help its financial situation. However, this
is a group that tends to look at things long
term, and discussion during Wednesday's
monthly meeting showed that, in the long
run, less traffic in that area of the MCCH
campus will benefit all involved.
"This kind of thing is not just indigenous
to our hospital, though," said hospital
CEO Jerry Penner, who sits on the

•See Page 2

Lions' auction benefits
sight conservation
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

Two Sections - 18 Pages
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Classifieds
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Comics
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Horoscopes
8
Obltuaries
5
Gameday
8 Pages

For decades, Lions Club's
international goal has been to
bring sight to those who need
The Murray Lions Club is help. Members help provide
hard at work this week hosting eye examinations and glasses
its annual live TV auction - the from a used eyeglasses collecphilanthropic organization's tion via the Kentucky Lions
largest and most profitable Eye Foundation. Money funds
fundraiser.
eye research, eye banks and
Every year for more than 50, optometry clinics, assistance
the service club organization with surgery, visual screening
fills the local TV or radio air- and the KidSight Program.
waves to auction away hunThe child program - from
dreds of donated items for its Murray including an eighthumanitarian projects.
county region - helps provide
Ryan Walker, who helped whatever optometric assistance
organize this year's four-day is needed for children ages 1-5.
television event, said the slated
"We've got this big, expen$12,000 expected profits will sive camera that we bought
go to fund the club's "Vision
III See Page 2
for All" project via SightFirst.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Justin Pittman, center, speaks live on camera beside Scott Turner, left, and Edwin Richerson
at the annual Lions Club TV Auction event at Murray High School. Money raised at this
fundraising event goes to fund the club service organization's philanthropic goals for aiding
those in need of eye care.
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Daly Forecast
The Nana!VIsather $antee
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 62. Light and variable wind.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 43.
Light south wind.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 55. Light west northwest
wind becoming north northwest 8 to 13 mph in the morning. Winds could gust as high
as 21 mph.
Friday Night: Widespread

$Grant...
From Front
that will connect the Bee Creek
soccer complex to near the
Culver's restaurant that currently lies at the end of a frontage
road along the westbound lanes
of North 12th (which becomes
U.S. 641 North). Also planned
are installations of water, sewer
and storm drainage. The project
is expected to generate 50 jobs.
Though he could not name
any businesses by name, Wells
also said several entities have
expressed interests in settling in
this area.
"Because we have people who
are wanting to come here, we
have to start doing things to get
ready. We do have suitors, yes,
and this is something that is
going to be needed in order to
get them here," the mayor
added."What has been so great
about this, though, is the cooperation that was exhibited in
making this happen. Aaron Dail
(chamber president/CEO) had a
large role in writing that grant,
while Dave Roberts (director of
planning and engineering) and

MSIrs Lambda Chi fraternity
to conduct annual food drive

frost after lam. Otherwise,
mostly clear, with a low around
33. North wind 7 to 9 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 49. North wind
around 9 rnph.
Saturday Night: Areas of
frost after lam. Otherwise,
mostly clear, with a low around
30. North wind around 6 mph
becoming light and variable in
the evening.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 55. Southeast wind 3 to 6
mph.
Sunday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 40.
South southeast wind around
6 mph.
Monday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 63. South wind 7 to
10 mph.
Monday Night: A chance of
rain. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 47. South wind around
8 mph.
Tuesday: A chance of rain.
Cloudy, with a high near 62.
South wind 8 to 10 mph.

Matt Mattingly (city administrator) also were also very helpful
in this process for the city.
"We're glad to be one of two
from far-western Kentucky that
benefitted
from
today's
announcements."
Murray joins Barlow in
Ballard County as communities
in the Jackson Purchase region
to receive these grants. The
Barlow grant was for a
$200,000 wastewater improvement project in that community.
The nine projects totaled $1.1
million.
," said Dail, who was
unable to attend the Dixon function due to prior commitments."

By JOHN MOW
happy to see us.
the spring, plus 10,000 more from the
Staff Writer
"We have the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorori- Watermelon Bust,plus $1,400 in cash donaOnce again,the Lambda Chi Alpha frater- ty help us out with sorting as well once we
tions,so we're already at a good number for
nity of Murray State University is looking get all of the bags collected so,not only
does 2014. We want to do better with this food
for a few willing participants Saturday for it go fast, we also have a really good time
drive than last year, though, and we're feelits annual North American Food Drive.
with it."
ing really good about it, especially with
And the great thing about it, says the fraHeading into Saturday, Hughes said he is
from the campus this
ternity, is participating only consists of fill- feeling quite optimistic that totals will pushing farther out
time."
ing a paper sack with canned or non-perish- exceed last year. In its 20th year, the MSU
Hughes said most bags will be collected
able food items and leaving it on the front drive collected 8,600 pounds of food, which
8:30 Saturday morning. To report uncolby
porch. Fraternity members will take it from bested the previous year by about 1,000.
bags, he said homeowners should call
lected
there.
Combined with events such as the annual
"Just leave those sacks out on your porch Watermelon Bust and other activities, him at 270-227-4176 and a group will be
the night before or. if You're not comfort- Hughes said the MSU chapter reported dispatched to that address to make the colable with that, put them out at like 7 or 7:30 30,000 pounds total to its national headquar- lection.
Also anyone not comfortable with leaving
in the morning and we'll come by and pick ters for 2013.
them up," said Daniel Hughes, who is lead"Last Saturday, we put out our bags for a bag outside a house can participate in
ing the drive for the MSU group for the third this drive but we made a change. This time, other ways. Hughes said both branches of
straight year, with Murray Need Line being we tried to reach more neighborhoods on the The Murray Bank, New Life Christian
the beneficiary. "Yeah, I've been chairman outer edges of town as well, places we Bookstore/5th and Main Coffees and Max's
in that time, but it's something I actually haven't reached before, so we're thinking 641 Towing & Service are all available as
look forward to every year. It really comes that's going to pay off nicely," Hughes said. dropoff points for food items after Saturday.
at a good time or (Need Line) and (Need "Plus, we already have collected 45,000
He said that option will remain open
Line director Ionia Casey) is always really pounds of potatoes from a drive we did in through the following week.

•MCCH board...

"In this time of extreme competition for jobs and business
attraction, these strategic federal
investments into the physical
and human infrastructure of
Delta communities are necessary to create economic opportunity for the hard-working people of western Kentucky,"
Masingill said.

From Front
Kentucky Hospital Association
Board and said this trend is
something the entire state is seeing."The thing is that's the most
expensive primary care use."
In his September financial
report Monday, MCCH Chief
Financial Officer Dirk Morgan
noted that MCCH has seen a
spike of about 300 to 400 more
patients seeking care in the
emergency department in the
past four months. That sent the
hospital's
numbers
for
September alone to more than
1,700 patients, 200 more than
the same time last year.
This also brought up a question from Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
who has a seat on the board.
"With the Affordable Care Act,
wasn't it expected that the
amount of people going to the
ER. would go down instead of
going up?" Elkins asked.
Penner said he believes this
possibly could be a lag phase in

RE-ELECT MAYOR

BILL

WELLS

the wake of hundreds of thousands of Kentuckians becoming
Medicaid patients in the past
year under the federal healthcare
reform wt. He also said that the
state's Medicaid Managed Care
Organizations are expected to
begin funneling new Medicaid
patients toward a primary care
provider outside of a hospital's
emergency department.
"It'll take a while, but we're
hoping that they're going to start
saying,'Can we assign someone
for you?" Penner said.
Penner did say that the
September MCCH Balanced
Score Card seemed to reflect the
impact of the added emergency
traffic. After threatening the 90
mark at times, improving satisfaction with the emergency
room dropped to 85.1,
"And with those crushing
numbers, it's going to be tough
to improve that," he said,
observing that the situation is
made difficult as providers and
specialists cap the numbers of
Medicaid patients they will see,
or won't see them at all, causing
them to seek elsewhere.
A hospital, he said, becomes
an easy target as it is open 24
hours.
Attempts were made to reach
Aaron Dail for comment but
were unsuccessful.
The Score Card stayed strong
in a number of others areas,
though. MCCH ended the fiscal
year with a 90.4 average in overall customer satisfaction, having
finished with a 90.6 in
September. MCCH also finished
the fiscal year having averaged
just 3.6 falls per 1,000 patients.

II Lions; auction...
the Lions Club is thankful for all
of the businesses and individulast year that helps us do early als in the community who
diagnoses," Walker said. "An donate items to be auctioned off.
early diagnosis of a problem can
Wednesday night's hot-item
help them be fixed. That pre- tickets included two tickets to a
vents learning disorders or get- University of Kentucky men's
ting behind in their education."
basketball game at Rupp Arena
Walker said the Murray Lions in Lexington. but they join a
Club Eyesight Committee long list of valuable items Lions
receives often eight or 10 phone Club members spend most of the
calls a week from individuals evening from 6-9 p.m. talking
needing assistance with their up live on-air under the watchful
eye of Murray High School teleown visual perception.
Membership Chair Yancey vision production students.
The project takes a lot of
Watkins said eyesight has been a
mission of the Lions Club since prepartion, though. Walker said.
a 1925 general convention For almost three months prior to
speech given by Helen Keller, the kick-off day Monday, Lions
where she called on members to Club members talked to local
businesses and organizations
be "knights of the blind."
"It's been a mission of the club about helping sponsor the masever since," Watkins said,"even sive project, which culminates
when the Murray chapter was in a packed out studio with
phones oftentimes ringing off
chartered in 1939."
the
hooks.
Walker said the annual auction
"This
is a great way to to fund
is what makes the chapter's mission come to frution and he said a big cause," he said.

From Front
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•31 Year City Employee
• 12 Years Department Head
(Operated within budget every year)

•5 Term Council Member
(Public Works Chairman)

#19 On The Ballot, #1 in Experience!
paid for by Pat Scott

Every Donation
Brings Hope.
"74e e—earatear mon"
• First 4-year Term As Mayor
-Friendliest Small Town in America
(Voted by Rand McNally in 201 ;)
Playful City tISA 7 Years in a Rim
- Best Place to Live of All 4IK cities in the `State
( v,,ted b N mmomeom in 2014i
• 3 years on Kentucky League of Cities Board
• 10 sears on CASA Board, 20(f6 President
• 14 years on West Kentucky Memoring Iiiiard .2010 Chairman
• 13 years as Murray iligh Schimil Principal
- Voted Kentucky Principal of the Year
•20 years on Murray City Council I •i6O 11cclitt
• 6 sears as( l'inanCe('hair
•('0-Founder ol Murray Make a Dille;cock.' I )a‘
Starlet! iii 199S
• i0 years as a Muria\ Rotarian Riliarian ii Inc year 2(N)2
• Bachelor's 1)egree sit kincalit Hi
• Niaster•s Degree in I.Alaeational Adminstration
• Master's Degree in (iiiidance & Ciumseling
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News in Brief
kink duoi..dbk kdkiesd
NICHOLASVILLE,Ky.(AP) — A grand jwy has indicted a
Lexington man on a charge of Mallikliejlter in the death of 1111
iIIMItt at the k$11511111ille County Detection Center.
Authorities say 55-year-old Michael B.Jones is accused of
smuggling methadone into the detention caner while be was an
inmate these and providing it to 33-year-old Corey D. McQueary
of Stanford. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports Jones also was
indicted on charges of first-degree promoting contraband and trafficking in a controlled substance.
Police say deputies found McQueuy unresponsive in August,
and he was taken to Saint Joseph Hospital in Nicholasville, where
he was pronounced dead.
Jessamine County Coroner Michael Hughes said an autopsy
report shows McQueary died of "acute methadone toxicity.'
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From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
A group of firefighters with the Murray Fire Department are pictured Wednesday at the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue training
facility working on shoring devices. The activity was part of the structural collapse technician
training being led by Spec
Rescue International, Inc. through Tuesday.

MFD undergoes structural collapse training by Spec International
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray Fire Department has
begun training with Spec , Rescue
International, Inc. to gain new skills
in responding to structural collapses.
The class is called the "structural collapse
technician course," and began on Tuesday.
The training will continue every day,including Saturday and Sunday, until it concludes
on Tuesday. Spec — based in Virginia
Beach, Virginia — submitted a bid of
$1,250 per student for the training to the
City of Murray, which the Murray City
Council approved in August. Murray Fire
Chief Eric Pologruto said 13 MFD employees are participating in the training.
Spec owners and instructors Larry Phillips
and Jamey Brads are leading the training in
Murray. After a day of classroom instruction
on Tuesday, Wednesday's and Thursday's
training involves shoring buildings in danger of collapse by building temporary struc-

T

tures to support them. Phillips said. On
Phillips said the training will give Murray
Friday and Saturday, firefighters will learn firefighters the expertise
they need to
about moving and lifting large objects and
respond to collapsed building sites both
will be using a crane on Saturday to lift concrete slabs. On Sunday and Monday, they locally and, if needed, at other disaster sites
will be working with concrete and cutting in the region. He said more state and local
holes in it to allow entry. On the final day, governments are making an effort to intethe class will use all the skills they have grate smaller teams into their emergency
learned to get through a variety of training responses because they are easier to manage
exercises, Phillips said.
than federal rescue teams and can respond
Phillips said Spec provides trainings for
much faster.
fire and rescue personnel all over the counPhillips is a member of Virginia Task
try. According to Spec's website,just of few
of the areas of training they provide include Force 2(VATF-2) and has responded in the
rope rescue, confined space rescue capabili- past to the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing
ties, vehicle and machinery rescue, water and the Sept. 11,2001 terrorist attack on the
rescue, hazardous materials, helicopter Pentagon, among
other missions. He also
operations and weapons of mass destruction
was part of a team that ,responded to the
and terrorism programs. The training being,
conducted for the MFD is a compreheigive, 20143 Haiti earthquake4buathat was the only
VATF-2 has
structural collapse training that meets the "'international mission on
standards of the Federal Emergency been sent because most overseas work is
Management Agency, Phillips said.
done by VATF- 1, Phillips said.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The polls don't open until
Tuesday, but more than 35,000
people have already voted in
Kentucky.
The State Board of Elections
said 22,390 people have voted
absentee at their county clerk's
office as of Monday morning.
That's about 4.500 more people
than at this time in 2010,the last
time a U.S. Senate seat was on
the ballot.
Another 12,716 people have
voted absentee by mail.
Tuesday was the deadline to
request mail-in absentee ballots.
To be counted, the county clerk

Area prosecutor
retiring after 25
years of service
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The top prosecutor for four
western Kentucky counties has
announced his retirement effective Jan. I.
G.L. Ovey oversees cases in
Caldwell, Livingston,Lyon and
Trigg counties. Ovey told
WPSD-TV in Paducah on
Tuesday his daughter would
take over the job until Gov.
Steve Beshear appoints a new
commonwealth attorney.
Carrie Ovey-Wiggins is assistant commonwealth attorney.
Ovey prosecuted 42-year-old
Kevin Wayne Dunlap.
Dunlap, a former soldier at
Fort Campbell with the 160th
Special Operations Aviation
Regiment, a unit known as the
"Night Stalkers," pleaded
guilty in February 2010 to
attacking Kristy Frensley as
she worked in the yard her
Trigg County home in 2008.
Dunlap killed 5-year-old Ethan
Frensley, 17-year-old Kayla
Williams and 14-year-old
Kortney Frensley before lighting the house on fire.

must receive all ballots by 6
p.m. local time on Nov. 4.
Kentucky's high profile U.S.
Senate race between Republican
Sen. Mitch McConnell and
Democratic challenger Alison
Lundergan Grimes is likely
increasing turnout in absentee
voting.
State officials could not say
how many people have voted
from each party
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SUPPORT FOR
BUCKY ERWIN
I want to endorse Bucky Erwin for
Magistrate District 3. I want all voters in
District 3 to know I will support
Bucky Erwin in this election and if
elected anyway that I can. I have known
the Erwin Family
for over 50 years
and feel that

BUCKYIS
THE MAN
FOR THE
JOB!

setbacks, the utilities and the
grading plans, that type of
thing," Roberts said. "We'll be
finishing up reviewing those in
the next day or two. We've also
received construction drawings
from Panera. The site plans
come from a local engineer, but
the building plans themselves
come from Panera. Keith Miller
has already completed a plan
review and he's notified Patient
that they just need to make an
application for a building permit. So we're just waiting on
them to do that."
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said Panera hopes to build on
North 12 Street on an out-lot
parcel in front of Office Depot.
She said the site is close to the
north property line of the
Shoppes of Murray next to
where the grass separates the
Shoppes of Murray from The
Murray Bank and Orscheln
Farm and Home parking.
Mayor Bill Wells said the city
and Murray-Calloway County
Chamber
of
Commerce
President/CEO Aaron Dail had
been in talks with Panera for
some time, but they did not
want to announce anything until
they knew for sure that the
restaurant would be building
here.
"We're glad that we're finally

finalizing it," Wells said. "We
didn't want to make a formal
announcement until they were
ready, and (now) they're ready.
We're glad that they're coming
to Murray."
According to the restaurant's
website, Panera Bread's largest
franchisee
Covelli
is
Enterprises, which is owned and
operated by Sam Covelli and
headquartered in Covelli's
hometown of Warren, Ohio.
Panera itself is headquartered in
St. Louis. Covelli Enterprises
currently employs more than
25,000 people and is the single
largest franchisee of Panera
Bread
and
O'Charley's
Restaurants.
The site said
Covelli
Enterprises was recently named
the fourth-largest restaurant
franchisee in the nation, and in
May 2012, Covelli was the first
Panera Bread franchisee to take
the concept internationally with
a record-breaking opening in
Toronto, Canada. By the end of
2012, Covelli Enterprises had
over 220 Panera Bread locations
in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Kentucky, Florida and
Toronto, Canada. By the end of
2013, Covelli Enterprises will
own and operate more than 250
Panera Bread locations, the site
said.
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Rebate night to be held

Mr.Gatti's Pizza
A rebate night will be held at
until closing,for
p.m.
4
Thursday,Oct. 30,from
team. Please ask
Life
for
Relay
the 8th Wonders
box next to the
the
in
it
place
for a receipt and
register.

t
Elm Grove to host even
at Elm

Grove
Trunk or Treat will be held
Oct, 31 from 6-8 p.m.
Friday,
Church
Baptist
Datebook
There will be a free meal for the entire family
Martha
Finney Andrus, and games and candy for the kids. The public is
Community
invited.
editor

Free health screening

l Wellness Works is offerThe Murray-Calloway County Hospita
30,from 6-9 a.m. at Spring
ing a free screening on Thursday, Oct.
South 16th Street on cholesCreek Station #3 dining room, 1401
A I2-hour fast is required,
terol, blood sugar(finger stick) and PSA.
31,from 6-9 a.m. at the
Oct.
drinking water is allowed. On Friday,
be a free screening for
will
there
Center for Health and Wellness,
screenings.
PSA
and
stick)
(finger
cholesterol, blood sugar

Nov. 1
Craft and vendor show
Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland

Photo provided

n sell
from left, Ryan Walker, Mike Faihst and Alexandra Redde
LIONS TV AUCTION CONTINUES NIGHTLY: Auctioneers,
be
can
n
auctio
The
night.
each
p.m.
9
to
6
ay,
ues through Thursd
items at Monday's Lions Club TV auction. The event contin
aucthe
Mediacom channel 298 and WK&T channel 1. Funds from
viewed live on MES channel 13, Time Warner channel 13,
n
ams which include eye examinations and glasses for childre
progr
tion primarily support the Lions Club's sight conservation
and selected adults.

UP TO

50%
OFF

• CARPET•LAMINATE
• HARDWOOD •CERAMIC
• VINYL
•LUXURY VINYL TILE
300+ Rolls of Carpet,
80+ Rolls of Vinyl

Free in-Home Estimates!

Carpet World USA
13395 Hwy.641 N.• Puryear,TN
731-498-8161
Just North of Puryear,In Just South of Hazel,KY
Mon.-Sm.8:30 a.m.- $00 p.m.
131.

Ilintlills
ar r
& Gifts

A

HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

114

ALL HALLOWEEN
AND FALL DECOR
ALL Trees &Shrubs
(cash 8r carry only)

eartifed Itssue, Atorts
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Arthur J. Bauernfeind College
of Business chapter of Beta
Alpha Psi professional accounting society received a "Superior
Chapter" rating for the 2013-14
academic year. This marks the
27th consecutive year the chapter has received this honor,
Don
Dr.
to
according
Chamberlain, department chairman.
The chapter is evaluated on
student participation in professional activities and on programs, according to co-adviser
Dr. Amant111*rossman.
National president Kevin D.
Stocks noted that the MSU
chapter "had excelled in the
areas of academics, professionalism and leadership." Each
Superior Chapter receives a
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Special to the Ledger
American Legion Post 73 of
Murray will host its annual
Veterans Day ceremonies on
Tuesday, Nov. 11 at the Legion
Veterans' Hall located at 310
Bee Creek Drive off of North
4th Street.
Post
Cowsert,
Cecil
pubthe
that
stated
Commander,
e.
welcom
are
s
veteran
all
and
lic
"Our doors will open at 10:30
a.m. and our ceremony will
begin promptly at 11," Cowsert

said. He added that the armistice
to end WWI went into effect at
II a.m. on the Ilth day of the
11th month and that date has
evolved into our current
Veterans Day. "We understand
that Monday is the holiday designated to provide a three-day
weekend, but Post 73 observes
the traditional date," he said.
Cowsert said,"We will have a
ceremony, a couple of speakers,
a cake-cutting to • honor the
youngest and oldest person present from each of the Armed
Forces (past and present) and
recognition of the Veteran of the
Year." Cowsert added that the
Legion will recognize several
members of the community for
their support of Veterans.

Holiday Bazaar to be Saturday

Kirksey United Methodist Church will hold its annual Holiday
Bazaar on Saturday Nov. 1, 2014 from 7 am. to 1 p.m. There will
be a cookie exchange, homemade jams and jellies, handmade
is
crafts, painted gourds, ornaments and baked goodies. The public
9270-48
at
Darnell
Katana
invited. For more information contact
2136.
'
Towing for Tots' to begin Nov. 1
Max's 641 Towing & Service will host the 2nd Annual "Towing
for Toys" toy drive benefiting the Murray Independent Schools
Tiger Christmas and the Calloway County Schools Santa Project
along with event sponsors Oaths Pizza, Froggy 103.7. Murray State
Zax
Racer Athletics, Sirloin Stockade, Big Apple Café and
for
g
"Towin
12.
to
Dec.
1
Nov.
ing
Imprinted Sportswear beginn
proity
commun
school
our
helping
in
role
l
Toys" plays an integra
vide toys and other needed items for nearly 1400 school age chilof
dren through out Murray and Calloway County. For a full list
jar
on
donati
events or to be a contributor, house a donation box or
contact Monty McCuiston at Max's 641 Towing & Service 270753-9131.

Poinsettias orders being taken

It's time again at Pullen Farms, Murray State University, to take
orders for poinsettias. Order must be picked up. There are five difat
ferent colors to choose from. To preorder contact Jackie Reed
618-841-9937 or email Jreed18@murraystate.edu.

Free workshop to be held in Paducah

The McCracken County Master Gardeners Association is offering
a free workshop on Tuesday. Nov. 4 at the McCracken County
Extension Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road, Paducah. Extension
Agent, Kathy Wimberley will lead a discussion on growing evergreens and will conduct a short workshop on making wreaths.
Space is limited; make a reservation for this free workshop by calling 270-554-9520.
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Sarah Nell Futrell McNutt
A graveside service for Sarah Nell Futrell McNutt will be
held at
4 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 31, 2014 at the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
Cemetery with Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial will follow.
Visitation will be held from 2:30-5:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct.
30,
2014 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. McNutt,age 93,of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday, Oct.
26,
2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky on June 29, 1921
to
Rice Futrell and Dewie (Ligon) Futrell and was a member of the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents she was preceded in death by her husband, Buddy McNutt; two sons, Jerry McNutt and Benny Gray
McNutt; one sister, Edna Davis; and by four brothers,Owen,James,
Short and John Futrell.
Mrs. McNutt is survived by one daughter, Glinda Jeffrey of
Murray; three grandchildren, Doug Tutt and wife Tina, Mitchell
McNutt and wife Selena and Michael McNutt and wife Cindy; several great-grandchildren; as well as a daughter-in-law, Glenda
McNutt of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, au. Residential Hospice House,803 Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchhurchillfuneralhome.com.

Mary Chrisman
Mrs. Mary Chrisman,of Murray, Kentucky.died Tuesday,Oct. 28,
2014 at Methodist Hospital in Memphis Tennessee.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Alec has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

N.Korea's Kim Jong
Un had ankle injury
By KIM TONG-HYUNG
Associated Press
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) South Korea's spy agency
believes it has solved the mystery
of North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un's 6-week public absence that
set off a frenzy of global speculation, a lawmaker who attended
the agency's closed-door briefing
said Wednesday.
The National Intelligence
Service told legislators Tuesday
that a foreign doctor operated on
Kim in September or October to
remove a cyst from his left
ankle, lawmaker Shin Kyungmin said. He said the spy agency
also told lawmakers that the cyst
could recur because of Kim's
obesity, smoking and heavy
public schedule.
After last being seen in state
media on Sept. 3, Kim reappeared on Oct. 14 hobbling with
a cane, but smiling and looking
thinner. The speculation during
his absence was particularly
intense because of the Kim family's importance to the country
locked in a long-running international standoff over its nuclear
and missile programs. The family has ruled the nation since its
founding in 1948.
Shin said the spy agency identified Kim's condition as tarsal
tunnel syndrome, an often
painful condition that is caused
by the compression of a nerve,
sometimes because of a cyst.
Surgery is generally seen as a
last resort after other treatments
are unsuccessful.
No weight should be put on the
foot for 10 days after an operation.
and an improvement in symptoms
may take two to three months.

according to the website of the
NYU Langone Medical Center's
Department of Neurosurgery.
It wasn't immediately clear how
the information about Kim's condition was obtained by the spy
agency, which has a spotty track
record of analyzing developments
in opaque North Korea.
The agency also told the lawmakers that North Korea has
expanded one of its five political
prisoner camps in the country.
The agency said it believes
authorities are relocating inmates
held in the Yodok camp,northeast
of Pyongyang, to the expanded
camp in the northeastern town of
Kilju, according to Shin's office.
Shin said the agency also
believes that North Korea recently used a firing squad to execute
several people who had been
close to Kim Jong Un's uncle,
Jang Song Thaek, who was considered the country's No.2 power
before his sudden purge and execution in December 2013.
In an intelligence success,
South Korea's spy agency correctly said that Jang had likely
been dismissed from his posts
before North Korea officially
announced his arrest.
However, it received heavy
criticism when its director
acknowledged that it had
ignored intelligence indicating
North
Korea's
impending
shelling of a South Korean
island in 2010. It also came
under fire because of reports that
it only learned of the 2011 death
of then leader Kim Jong II. the
father of Kim Jong Un, more
than two days after it occurred
when state media announced it
to the world.

Hundreds feared buried under mudslide
By ERANGA JAYAWARDENA
Associated Press
KOSLANDA,Sri Lanka (AP)- A mudslide triggered by monsoon rains buried
scores of workers' houses at a tea plantation
in central Sri Lanka. raising fears that hundreds may have been killed.
In the chaos that followed Wednesday
morning's disaster, there was confusion
about the number of dead and missing
because government officials reported different figures and later reduced the number
of missing by 100 without explanation.
The mudslide struck at about 7:30 a.m.
and wiped out 120 workers homes at the
Koslanda tea plantation. said Lal Sarath
Kumara, an official from the Disaster
Management Center. The plantation is in the
town of Koslanda in Badulla district about
140 miles(220 kilometers)east of Colombo.
He said at least 10 people were killed and
more than 250 reported missing.
A 48-year-old truck driver who gave his
name only as Raja said he lost all five members
of his household - his wife,two sons,daughter-in-law and his 6-month-old grandchild.
"I left for work early morning and got a
call asking me to rush back because there is
an earth slip near my home. I came back and
there is no trace of my home,everyone was
buried," he said Thursday morning while
weeping.
Disaster Management Minister Mahinda
Amaraweera was quoted by media
Wednesday as saying that more than 100
people had been killed. But moments later
he told The Associated Press that less than
100 people were missing but they could not
be counted as dead.
By late Wednesday, the Disaster
Management Center's official numbers were
six dead and 150 missing. Pradeep
Kodippili, a senior official at the center, did
not explain the changes but said the agency
would be able to give the media a clearer
picture by Thursday morning.
The mudslide scene and eyewitness
accounts suggested the disaster was enormous. Mud completely covered many
homes while the roofs of some were visible.
Water gushing down hillsides indicated
more slides were possible.
Scores of children who had left for school
early morning returned only to see their

AP photo

A Sri Lankan woman carries her belongings and walks with others as residents
are
evacuated after a mudslide at the Koslanda tea plantation in Badulla district, about
220 kilometers(140 miles) east of Colombo.
homes vanished without a trace along with
their parents.
The military mobilized troops to help with
the rescue operation as rain continued to fall
in the island nation's central hills.
"Everything that I saw yesterday I could
not see today - buildings. the temple and
shops had all disappeared. I could only see
mud everywhere," P. Arumugam, who
works as a driver on the plantation, said
Wednesday.
Marimuttu Navaneethan, a 28-year-old
shopkeeper, said he heard a big noise and
saw mud rolling down toward his home. He
and his family ran from the house, which
was soon mostly covered by the mudslide.
He said 65 other nearby houses were completely covered.
State broadcaster Rupavahini showed
huge mounds of earth covering the houses
and muddy water still gushing from the hilltops.
About 500 military personnel and civilians
searched for survivors with the help of
heavy earthmoving equipment. The search
was later called off for the night because of

Pentagon orders 21-day Ebola
quarantine affected for troops
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Ordering firm restrictions for
U.S. troops returning from West
Africa, Defense Secretary
Chuck Hagel said Wednesday
that the military men and
women helping fight Ebola must
undergo 21-day quarantines longer than required for many
civilian health care workers.
In Maine, meanwhile, a civilian nurse was vigorously resisting the quarantine she was told
to undergo. Kaci Hickox, who
had treated Ebola patients in
West Africa, said she planned to
stop quarantining herself in her
home, signaling a potential
showdown on Thursday with
state police monitoring her
movements and Maine officials
preparing to legally enforce the

order. President Barack Obama.
meeting with health care workers at the White House,
acknowledged that the United
States was not invulnerable to
the disease but cautioned against
discouraging civilian volunteers
with overly restrictive measures
upon their return home. "We
can't hermetically seal ourselves
off," he declared.
There seemed to be good news
from the region of most severe
outbreaks. The World Health
Organization said the rate of new
Ebola infections in Liberia
appeared to be declining,
although it cautioned that the epidemic there was far from over.
Nearly 5,000 people have died
and more than 13,700 have been
sickened in the outbreak, which
has hit Liberia. Guinea and
Sierra Leone hardest.
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rain and muddy conditions. military
spokesman Brigadier Jay anath Jayawerera
said.
Most of Sri Lanka had experienced heavy
rain over the past few weeks, and the
Disaster Management Center had issued
warnings of mudslides and falling rocks.
The monsoon season in the Indian Ocean
island nation runs from October through
December.
A local government official said that the
area had been marked vulnerable since 2008
and even evacuation drills had been conducted.
However, workers had not been given
alternative homes to move into, the official
said on condition of anonymity because
government rules prohibit him from speaking to media. He said the absence of a proper rain water draining system on the hill may
have loosened the soil over time.
Sri Lanka. formerly called Ceylon. is one
of the world's leading producers of tea. Most
Ceylon tea, as it is known,is produced in the
central hills, where the high altitudes and
rainfall provide favorable conditions.
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Murray State host
Special to the Lodger
On Thursday evening, Oct.
30, the Performing Arts Hall in
the Old Fine Arts Building at
Murray State University will be
reverberating with the sound of
twenty tubas of different keys,
sizes, and timbres.
The annual OcTUBAfest concert will begin at 7:30 p.m. and
will feature four outstanding
soloists and the 20-member
Tuba-Euphonium
MSU
the direction of
under
Ensemble
Professors Geoff Durbin and
Matt Hightower. MSU Music
Conklin,
Ray
Professors
Durbin, and Hightower coordinate the OcTUBAfest concert.
There is no admission fee and
the public is invited.
The program will begin with
heroic "Tubaphonium
the

Overture" by Zach Collins,
which was written and premiered by Indiana University of
Pennsylvania's Tu baphonium
ensemble. Next is a beautiful
lush ballad by Anthony O'Toole
"Preghiera."
entitled
"Consortium for Euphoniums
and Tubas" by John Cheetham
is a larger work in two contrasting sections written for the
famous Tennessee Tech Tuba
Ensemble and their fearless
leader R. Winston Morris in
1980 and will be performed
third on the concert.
The penultimate work on the
concert is Mike Forbe's
"Cosmic Voyage," a highly
complex work that will demonstrate the beautiful lyrical qualities of the tuba and euphonium
as well as the instrument's blaz-

ing fast technical capabilities. A
reduced instrumentation of the
ensemble will close the program
with Jon Sass'"Meltdown." It is
a jazzy tune for five euphoniums and five tubas featuring
tuba soloist Professor Matt
Hightower and senior percussionist Zenon Garcia from
Elizabethtown on drum set.
Student soloists will include
Jonathan Cearfoss of Marietta,
Georgia on euphonium performing Con Moto from Joseph
"Euphonium
Horowitz's
Concerto:" Roger Graves of
Murray, also on euphonium,
performing "Café 1930 from
Historic du Tango" by Astor
Piazolla; Cody Pinson of
Marion on tuba, performing
"Introduction and Dance" by J.
Edouard Barat; and Max

'Weekend Specials

*While supplies last!
* No Rain Checks!
* Top Sirloin Steak — $4.99 lb
* Smoked Picnics —$1.29 lb
* Wrights Bacon —40 oz @ $10.99
* 20 lb Red Russet Potatoes — $4.99
*3 lbs Michigan apples — $2.99
*Nestle Pure Life water — $3.99

010

I

TUBAChristmas" appearances
downtown in Murray Main
Street's "Dicken's Alley" programming. The group has been
recognized for its excellence
through performances at the

Kentucky Music Educators
Association Conference, the
International Tuba-Euphonium
Conference, and the Phi Mu
National
Sinfonia
Alpha
Assembly.
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Crofton of Murray performing
the first movement of Alec
Wilder's "Sonata for Tuba and
Piano."
Members of the ensemble
include euphoniums Cearfoss
and Graves along with Eric
Obermeyer of Jasper, Indiana,
Grant Knox of Lexington,
Bryce Duncan of Russellville,
Chad Thompson of Murray,
Andrew Gore of Ashland City,
Tennessee, Justin Chester of
Fort Worth, Texas, Austin
Desjardins of Upton.
Tubas include Pinson and
Crofton of Murray as well as
Madison Jarrett of Paducah,
Malcolm Jones of Louisville,
Ben Paul of Clinton, Quinton
Roberts of Belleville, Illinois,
Neal Clark of Philpot, Matthew
Fultz of Elkton, Julie Knight of
St. Louis, Missouri, Thomas
Stratton of Russellville and
Mike Ward of Possum Trot.
The MSU Tuba-Euphonium
Ensemble is well-known in the
community for its. annual
OcTUBAfest Concert and for its
"Murray
annual
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Classified/Office Manager

ADJUSTMENTS

VIM Column Inch, 601 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
An 3 A.is Must Run Within to Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be report-
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classi
fied@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:
00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

ity Tubaunder the
Hightower.
Hightower
tonight at

Sealed Bids for the City of Murray Spring Creek
Drainage'. Construction primarily includes remove
and replace 995 L F of tr CMP pipe and associated
catch basins and junction boxes. Bids will be
received by City of Murray, Council Chambers 104
N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. until 200
P.M. local time on Wednesday, November 12, 2014.
The Contract Documents, consisting of
Advertisement of Bids, Instruction to Bidders, Bid
Schedule, Agreement, Performance Bond, Payment
Bond, Notice of Award. Notice to Proceed, Contract
Change Order. General Conditions, Technical
Specifications, and Drawings, may be obtained at
the following location beginning, Wednesday,
October 29, 2014, '7 00 AM local time•

Educators
rence, the
Euphonium
e

Legal
Notice

Phi Mu
National

BFW Engineering & Testing
1215 Diuguid Dr
Murray, KY 42071
upon payment of $25 for each set. Checks shall be
made payable to BFW Engineering & Testing.
Payment is non-refundable

11

No Bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of
forty five i45i days after closing time scheduled for
the receipt of bids

•

with Duke
version of his
thm" as he
rrned it in the

Bid Security. A satisfactory Bid Bond executed by
the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five percent(55)of the bid shall be submitted with each bid
The results will be released only after approval of
the City of Murray.

, Director of
County High
rrn as guest
soloist on
and "In a

The City of Murray shall reserve the right to waive
informalities and to reject any or all bids
020

PUBLIC SALE
Sat, Nov 1st 8am
Neon Beach
812 Witnell Ave
Selling Units: E3-3, B63, B-76, C-12, C-21,
D-14, E-38, and CA-3
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East Side Small
Engine Repair
Moved to new location
6394 US Hwy 641 S
Hazel, KY 42049
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(270)753-2925-Office
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I Subscribefor all your hometown football action! I
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery

Local Mail

I
6 mo...-......355.00 3
6
1 yr.
2105.00
1 yr...............$105.00

xml

Purvrar

INchaitan)

3 mo.
$40.00
-010.00
6 mo
I yr..............2120.00

lee TMAssii.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo. .....
6
1 yr..--....$145.W

es eselestolloy treat
Check

Money Order

Visa

M/('

Name
St. Address _
City

1

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

Thank you for your business'

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
150
Articles
For Sale
24" Pontoon Tubes.
Case Tractor.

61 and 62 Pontiacs.
Four.
Seasons
Sunroom Glass. -Washer & Dryer.
6' Wire Fence

NOW hiring all posi
tions, cooks, servers
cashiers and hostess
Apply in person at
Tom's
Pizza
afte
1 -00pm
WOMACK Carter
Options LLC.
Hiring Supported
Employment
Specialist.
Degree/Certification
Required.
3380 St. Rt. 121 N.
270-767-1543

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
060

OFFICE
Worke
Needed PT,
accounts payable and
general Owe duties
Must be experienced in
Excel and Word, work
well in busy office
environment
Send Resume to
PO Box 149 Murray.
KY 42071

Infinity Group
Immediate Openings for
Full-Time Warehouse and
Manufacturing positions in the
Murray area.
Are you an indivdual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product? If you
so please send resume to
cschroader@inf-grp.com or call
270-767-2518. Infinity is an EOE.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

The Paducah Electncal Joint Apprenticeship &
Training Committee will be accepting applications
for apprenticeship on the first Friday of each
month between the hours of 8:00 a.m. & 600
pm at the P.E.J.A.T.C. offices located at 2110
Shade Tree Dr. Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will be accepted without regard to
age. race, religion, gender, or national ongin
Each applicant must meet all basic requirements
to be eligible for interview Requirements are 17
years of age (18 at time of acceptance), high
school graduate, GED or Associate Degree. valid
dnvers license, birth certificate and proof of one
full credit in Algebra 1. Eligible applicants must
also obtain a minimum required score on an aptitude test give by the J.A.T.C. Applicants have 60
days from date of application to supply required
information Applicants will be selected for
apprenticeship in order of the ranking received
from their interview session
For more call 270-575-9646.
140

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobrietwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, LA a national
wetnite. not all listings
on the jobnetwort corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
tic Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Went to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
molten/ Call Larry 7533633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS. AIR CONDITIONERS.
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109

a _
rAiurrini ledger
& Times

SUSHI Chef Wanted,
experience preferred
but will train Me nght
person Grill line Cook
Apply
person
in
between 2-4pm

(270)753-4109
New-Monessen 30inch
propane logs
270-759-9216
Sawdust for Sale
at KT&L Lumber
Company. 1622 Hwy
124 Greenfield, TN
38230
731-571-3499,
731-571-3519
Straw $3.50/ bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

1

111EllAp9ilances

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY

Lottie Garland wants to
sit with sick or elderly
person at night 270978-1758 Has references

Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word outt
753-116

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S 12th
Murray
-Eyeglasses
•Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

40's Ford Tractor.

Help Wanted

ecare pecia ties

Residential & Commercial

Inquires should be directed to Todd Warren at 270-809-3493,
todd.warren@wkec.org or to John C. Settle at 270-809-6975 or
john.settle@wkec.org

Zip_

I State

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

250 Gal LP Gas Tank
(45% Full)

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperativeriej an equal opport
- un;t
employer.

Ocji)tel 1Li tO,.g L),-kerritJei
Low or No Plan Premium
Some plans include Part 0 Drugs
Contact' Ron Salim (Local Agent)
k270)759-1565 or (270)210-2533

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Application deadline, Friday, November 14, 2014. Email applicationi
Will not be accepted.

Help Wanted
Rest of KY/TN

U9

73' Ford Dump Truck &
Equip. Trailer

Send resume to resume@ kingdomtrustco com

GET INTO

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Dr. John C. Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
201 General Services Building, Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3368.

060

-ATTENTION SENIORS-

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

Interested candidates must submit a written resume of professional
and educational experience and a letter of interest, via US Mail or
personal delivery to:

This position will be responsible for providing
support to our operations team by efficiently
completing assigned tasks. Candidate must be
detail oriented with strong communication and
computer skills. Must have proficient knowledge
of Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook.
Additionally, the candidate must possess the
ability to work independently with minor
supervision.

Display Pricing

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is now accepting applications for the full-time position- 240 days annuallyto assist in the coordinator of a grant program entitled:
Transformations, Leadership, and Climate Control (TLC)
Project. Administrative Assistant responsibilities include:
rnaintain project financial records, assist with communication
and event coordination, complete purchase orders and track
grant expenditures. High school diploma or GED certificate
required, Baccalaureate degree preferred. Compensation
commensurate with the classified salary schedule of the
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. Work and office
location is the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, 201
General Services Building, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky.

This is a part-time position Monday-Friday.

Attestbsil

Help Wanted

Employment Opportunity
Administrative Assistant

Operations Assistant

)-1 East
m-14(10 oi
0.15 (it 2,'

060
Help Wanted

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 121h SI

(270)753-1713

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
190
arm Equipment
4600 Ford Tractor does
good work in good
shape $5000.00 set of
12 inch plows, Box
blade, 511 bush hog.
small loader goes
behind tractor 4 pieces
equipment
of
$1000.00
270-489-2154

Ebonies For Sale
"
2EIR, and Lot
$12.900
270-753-6012

320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109.
2BR,
Stove,
Refrigerator and some
utilities included. No
Pets.
270-767-9037
NOW LEASING
* 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
_ 8 vouchers
Apply at Mw-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 48R, 2E3A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
340
Houses For Rent
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties
2BR 2BA duplex available Dec 1st w/appliances. $750/mo +
$750
deposit.
No
smoking, no pets. 270978-0984
3/6bd, 2ba, includes
1 bd
apartment
upstairs, basement tot
storage. No pets/non
smoking. 514 broad
$995/1195
(270)759-4826
3BR furnished lake
home.
No
pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 3BR home
Appliances and carport.
No
pets
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BF1 from $345
28R from $375
270-753-11556
1505 Datguld Drive
TDD 1-1110-544-It1l rat ZVI
rhas menden u is.npoe:6
irtet rwortanon remeie,
,
ecei nieptiyir
.
1"
=
"
I

Renton

-15o
0.erepts

NOM& on*
remodeled.
270-701-7557

EMI
Commerical Prop. For Rent
Commercial/retai
spaces at competitive
rates. Spaces conveniently located at
404 N. 4th Street.
Plenty of customer
parking.
paved
Commercial
spaces
can be modified to
meet indicidual business needs. If you are
in need of commercial
space, please call 270226-8457_
Office space for lease
Available November
1st 1103 Northwood
270-761-9463

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m. M-F

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxesl
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

23 acre farm near New
Concord Some tillable,
pasture,
wooded
Hunting, farming or
hideout'.
Year-round
water $65,000
Farm/platted subdivision approximately 40
acres. Partially wooded. Private estate or
development.
City
water. 1 mile Southeast
from Murray. $350,000
Possible trades. 270293-2828

1
brick ome
on 2 large lots with
large shop. 2 miles
west of Murray. 270753-0531
480
Auto Parts

USED TIRES

380
Pets & Supplies

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

Call 753-5606

mounted

410

520
Boats & Motors

Public Salo

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430

17ft Alumacraft, 90
horsemanner moter,
depth finder, fish finder,
trolling motor, live well
Can be seen
1102 Olive Street

Boat'
Reel Estate

Housing Act Notice

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

440
Lots For Sale

UTILITYS in Place
J&L RENTALS
$9,500
MINI-STORAGE
270-753-6012
720 S. 4TH ST.
HUNTERS PARADISE
Censer of i21S. & Glendale60 acres located in
IOXIO's & 10x15's
South Graves
Deer and turkey.
(270i 436-2524
731-514-7339

Aturtay ledger 4. Times Fair

Storage Reties
Agertments For Rent

360

real estate advertived herein
subpect to the Federal fair
/lousing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. lnnitahon or dascnminanon based ,,C1 race colic,
411, handicap familial status or national origm, or intention to make atr, *Lich preferCnCe's limitations of
dricmnalo
State laws forbid chscrinunation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors In
addln,,I1 to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
All
is

adverhung for real estate which
ts not in violation of

the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings atherhied are
available on an equal opportunity basts
For further allalltantl. with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Counsel
Ftene P Milan,,(7431 n4A-1000

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916
20FT Landau Pontoon
boat with 40hp mercury
motor, trolling motor,
new trailer. $6250.00
if sold before 11/05/14
270-753-5344

IX1
CONSISTENCY
AO.
ONLY $75.00
PEN MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIER

mernsuis

FUN OXTAILS
(WM)75$911111.
Meerivett

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger 8, Times

KENDALL ESTATE AUCTION
•SAT.•NOV. - 9 Ail.
Mee NOit 7
SUNDAY.NOV. -1PA

Saturday Nov. 1st. 10:00 AM
1501 121North
Murray, KY

Paris, TN

412 Whitehall Circ k,
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711 or 8f1 Chicken, Quarter Pushers, Video Game,
,
Butcher Block, Deep Fryer, Tins, Chipper, Scales
Furniture, Tools and Much More
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LOTS OF ITEMS Still to Unpack

• •
" ••
SOO TO 1.000 LOTS SELL IN 3 DAN'S

CHAV1S
UAL =TATO I AUCTION
,.
I; 304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
P Office 270-761-SALE (7253) cir Cell: 270-705-4479
(
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioreser
www.thavisauctions.cons

(„, ./„.
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Murray, KY 42071
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Beautiful king size bed,
Selling at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
china
chest dresser, night stand, nice dining table w/6 chairs and
table
maple
chair,
s,
lift
couche
odd
other
couch,
leather
,
cabinet
w/4 chairs,ladder back chair,odd chairs, old wood school
desk,crendenza, bookshelf,old wood
e, FLOW BLUE WATER 13CRM.& PITCHER, CHAMBER,
ironing boards, several heavy duty twin beds, bikes, paint machin
moneaush a tow HOLDERS
es,
figurin
old
vases,
lamps,
set of Pyrex mixing bowls, vanity
---,
dishes
linenes, dollies, pots &pans, beautiful set of Christmas
,1ST GUMS 1 CRANKRIV PERM :WISSI Kai,WIE
cake stands, Texas Ware bowls,
I .
0
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contact:
For more information and your auction needs

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Aswciate
5
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #581
270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816

Services Offered

KENTUCKYLAKE
REMO_OELINQ.COM
0-tome improvements
*Bath & Ifittrien

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling
We// Pump Service
Resident/al
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing. Flooring. Decks
.insured •Sr Discount
.Free Estimates
eMember OfAngles List

270-436-5959
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
LEAF REMOVAL
MULCHING
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

Services Offered

Services Offered

GARLAND
RENTAL
if you've got It, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

270-767-9923

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

SUDOKU

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electncity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit
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Garage and Yard Sale Directory

630
Services Offered
MITCHELL

BROS.
PAVING

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

916 Bagwell

305
Oakdale

1 block S off Glendale

'Asphalt installation
Seal coating & striping
•Lrensed-Insured

Friday
Elam-3pm

40 ,,,/s xreripncf•
(270)759-0501

Kid Stuff

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
'Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

corner of 18th St
Friday &

Saturday
7am-2pm

Appliances, salvage,
chnstian books,
and much more

530
Services Offered

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE'

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

ill

Iits

Un41111111
Size
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItn•II

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
ei censed & Inskoeo
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

•

Handyman Services
•Yarcl Won(
•Gutters Cleaned

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

YARD SALE
1714 Farmer

Saturday
8am-2pm

Samos Offered

•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
I
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•
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1
0
1111 111•1011
T
<

270-753-2905

Murray Ler

By Dave Green
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is:71711
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1-270-978-1204
All carpentry construction, additions, remodel, water damage,
mobile home repair.
270-753-0353
Larry Nimmo,

Murray Ledger & limes
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Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
GreM Honkacian Service

• weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

ASPHAI:1'

I'as ing-Ssalcoaling
SIripint
firasel-Dirt-sand
IONS IR %% IS
270-293-4256
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)
SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

Horoscope

530
Services Offered
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Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
I
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
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ADULT
Make a Connection.
Real People, Flirty
Chat. Meet singles
right now! Call
Livelinks. Try it
FREE. Call now.
1-888-979-2264.
EDUCATIONAL
TRAINING
AIRLINES
CAREERS - Get
FAA certified
Aviation
Maintenance training. Financial aid if
qualified - Job
placement assistance. CALL now.
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance
888-207-2053.
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from
only $4397.00 MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut
lumber any dimension. In stock ready
to ship. FREE
Info/DVD
www.NorwoodSawm
ills corn
1-800-578-1363 ext
300N
EVENTS
ELK CREEK VINEYAADS - Owenton,
KY Open 7 Days/wk

•Lodging •Cafe •Live
Music •Wine
Tastings •Private
Events. GHOSTLY
GALA COSTUME
PARTY. Oct. 31.
502.484.0005 ,
http:/www.elkcreekvi
neyards.com/events
-c-10.html

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS
Users! A cheaper
alternative to high
drugstore pnces! 50
Pill Special - $99
FREE Shipping! 100
Percent
Guaranteed. Call
Now: 1-800-4902790.
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
CENTRAL KENTUCKY PREMIER
HEIFER SALE.
Saturday, November
1, 1:00 EST *Marion
County Fairgrounds,
Lebanon KY •Selling
200 Spring calving
Heifers www.heifersales corn *David
Sandusky (270)
692-7793
SERVICES
DIVORCE WITH
OR WITHOUT chil-
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Tea years ago
Serving as hostesses for the
October "Spooktacular" meeting of
the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were
Donnda Craig, Cathy Pigg, Rita
Henley and Martha Roberts.
Members of the Woodmen of the
World Lodge 728 are pictured
preparing breakfast for Habitat for
Humanity. workers They are
Lavorua Rowland, luta Hutson,
Wally Miller, Daytha Outland, Sue
Williams, Dot Bazzell and Brooks
Rose.
Murray First United Methodist
member Chris Wooldridge and children's choir director, Jennifer Riley,
are shown standing in front of a
large banner outside the church that
promotes Upward Basketball,a program that combines Christian lessons, a positive environment and
Wein.
Calloway County resident Dan
Duncan won first place in the
Husqvarna Stock saw class at the
Aurora Lumberjack competition.
Twenty years ago
Fifty years after graduating from
Murray State University, Wells
Lovett of Owensboro will serve as
the grand marshall of the 1994
Homecoming Parade.
The City of Hazel has received a
$250,000 block grant from the
Kentucky Housing Corporation.
Mrs. Velma Lee was honored at a
party in celebration of her 80th
birthday at her home in Dexter.
Pictured is Murray High School's
Greg Miller as he battles a Marshall
County player in the Second
District
Soccer
Tournament.
Murray won 2-1.
Named to the All District Soccer
Team from Murray are Roman
Shapla, Sean Haverstock, Greg
Miller and Jeremy Settle. From
Calloway County High School are
Brock Jones, Trent Nix, Josh Arant
and Brandon McCoy.
Named to the All District Soccer
Team are Carrie Bell. Tracey West,
Heidi Wilson and Crystal Nadeau
from Calloway County. From
Murray High, Allison Cantrell.

Bride's best friend hesitates
to stand up at her wedding

Sarah Snyder, Emma Shaw. Susan
Krieb, Courtney Christopher and
DEAR ABBY: My best friend
Mary Kay Howard
is getting married. She left me a
Thirty years ago
message asking me to be a bndesCalloway County High School's
maid. Of course I'm honored, but
Barry Knight won the regional tale
I don't know what to do. 1 disat Owensboro in Cross Country
like
her
competition.
fiance. Ile is
Pictured are the Need Line
disrespectful
Council members Groover Parker.
mean to
and
Alida Graves, Dick Hoffman,Annie
her and to
Nance, Harold Houston, Damon
their son.
Mathis and Frances Whitnell with
can't
1
Euple War,executive director.
stand up with
Kim E. Pennington of Calloway
them and preCounty and a faculty member of the
tend to be
Boston Conservatory of Minic, is
happy for her
currently studying to receive his
when I think
Bachelor of Music degree in voice.
she's making
Forty years ago
a terrible misBy Abigail
New officers of Unit I.District 17
take. I want
Buren
Van
of Licensed Practical Nurses are
her to marry
Ronnie Pool. Nancy McClure, someone who will be nice to her.
Linda Harding and Nell Evans.
Help! -- CONFLICTED IN MINLyndia Cochran; Kay Taylor and
NESOTA
Debbie Dodd attended the Southern
DEAR CONFLICTED: If
Association of Dance Masters held
standing up with her will make
at the Sheraton Peabody Hotel in
you feel like a hypocrite, then
Memphis,Tennessee.
don't do it. But recognize that if
Births reported include a girl to
you don't, it will distance you
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Farley.
from her. If your friend's relaFifty years ago
tionship is dysfunctional now,just
Past President Hoyt Roberts and
wait until after she and her fiance
President Hayden Rickman of the
are married, because it isn't going
Murray Civitan Club are pictured. to magically get better. This young
presenting checks of $5,000 and
woman is going to need all the
$1300 to Fred Schultz, superin- support she can get from her friends
tendent of the Murray City Schools. in the years ahead.
•••••
The money will be used at
DEAR ABBY: Every year, my
Robertson Elementary to house the
children choose to attend ThanksSchool of New Hope.
giving with their in-laws or friends
Seven senior ROTC cadets have
enrolled in the Army's ROTC Flight rather than come to our home.
Then they ask me to prepare a
Training Program at Murray State
celebration the day after or anothCollege. They include. Clarence
er day.
"Woody" Hemdon of Murray.
My husband and I feel left
Sixty years ago
out. It's plain that we are considRecent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to ered "second" and the kids come
only because they feel guilty.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene'Nance, a boy
Preparing a meal is expensive and
to Mr. and Mrs. Maxie Puckett, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William time-consuming. We would like
Bourland, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W. to celebrate on the actual holiP. Russell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. day.
I think we should be treated
Harold Jones and a girl to Mr. and
with more respect. I also feel like
Mrs. James Blalock.
telling these ingrates to stay home

Dear Abby

this year because we have decided to donate OW time to a homeless shelter Your thoughts'-- LEFT
OUT IN LEXINGTON
DEAR LEFT OUT: I can see
why your feelings are hurt In
fairness, I think your children
should alternate with which inlaws they spend the holidays.
If you would prefer to make
or serve Thanksgiving dinner at
a shelter, you should do it. Many
people volunteer their tiny during the holidays, and af other
times during the year, and find it
gratifying. However, when you
inform your children about your
plans, try to keep the anger out
of the tone of your message.
S.

DEAR ABBY: I'm II and my
dad is a drug addict. I'm not
allowed to have, contact with him
because of his past choices. People would look down on me if
they knew -- like my own teacher.
She Was being snoopy at the
beginning of the year and asked
me a bunch of questions about
my family. and now I feel like
she doesn't treat me the same. - DISTURBED IN SPOKANE
DEAR DISTURBED: Your
father's "past choices" are not your
fault, and you should not be
blamed or judged for them. If
you haven't already told your
mother that your teacher questioned
you about your family at the
beginning of the year, that you
answered her honestly and now you
feel you are being treated differently because of it, you definitely should. And your mother should
discuss this with the teacher
because the questions she was
asking may have been appropriate.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 30.
the 303rd day of 2014. There are
62 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 30. (974, Muhammad
Ali knocked out George Foreman
in the eighth round of a 15-round
bout in Kinshasa,Zaire(zali-EER),
known as the 'Rumble in the Jungle," to regain his world heavyweight title.
On this date:
In 1735, the second president
of the United States, John Adams.
was born in Braintree, Massachu-
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I get lungs are full of tiny little air
plenty of sleep. So why do I sacs, but not all of them are
yawn all the time?
filled with air. If an au sac
DEAR READER: We all remains without air, it's like a
yawn frequently, more often in little collapsed balloon Instead
the early morning and late of being separated by air, the
evening. Does it mean we're tired? walls ot the sac touch each other
Bored? Short on oxygen? As corn. If that goes on for very long,
moo as it is, we know little for the walls can get sticky. It gets
certain about harder for the art sac to open
yawning
when new air enters the lungs.
We
do
Yawning opens up tiny airknow
that ways and prevents them front
yawning collapsing. So the theory that
does
not yawning is a reflex that protects
always indi- against atelectasis is reasonable.
cate a need This could explain why yawnfor sleep. It ing seems to occur when your
is true that breathing is shallow,such as when
people often you're tired or bored. However,
yawn as they we don't know if the theory is
get ready to true.
By
retire for the
Here's another theory: YawnDr. Anthony
night. But we ing might be a warning system
Komaroff
also
yawn to alert you that you're getting
when we first arise in the morn- sleepy and you had better stay
ing and at other times during awake. If you are driving a car,
the day.
for example, and relaxing to
Past theories about why we the point where you might soon
yawn centered on the assump- fall asleep, yawning might make
tion that it was a reflex in you more conscious of the need
response to low oxygen or high to take a break. Yawning is assocarbon dioxide levels. That's ciated with stretching of the musbecause breathing (which is what cles and joints and an increased
we do when we yawn) takes in heart rate. That may make you
oxygen and removes carbon diox- more alert.
ide. When you yawn, you take
Finally, yawning may be a sign
in more air than with a normal of disease. Although rarely the
breath. So it's a reasonable the- first sign, excessive yawning has
ory that we yawn because we been observed among people
need more oxygen, or less car- with multiple sclerosis,ALS(Lou
bon dioxide.
Gehrig's disease) and Parkinson's
But reasonable theories often disease.
don't prove true. This particular
To be clear, yawning is not
theory lost favor after a study usually a sign of disease. Its
in which volunteers subjected to usually just a sign that you're
high oxygen levels did not yawn human.
less, and after high carbon diox(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
ide exposure did not yawn more. and professor at Harvard MedAnother theory of yawning ical School. To send questions,
is that it protects against a con- go to AskDoctorK.corn, or wrik:
dition called atelectasis(at-al-EK- Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
tas-is), which is the collapse of Second Floor, Boston, MA
some of the lung's air sacs. The 02115.)

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Heloise
setts.
In 1864. Helena. Montana, was
founded.
In 1938, the radio play "The
War of the Worlds," starring Orson
Welles, aired on CBS.
In 1944, the Martha Graham
ballet "Appalachian Spring," with
music by Aaron Copland, premiered at the Library of Congress
in Washington, D.C., with Graham in a leading role.
In 1945, the U.S. government
announced the end of shoe
rationing, effective at midnight.
In 1953, Gen. George C. Mar-
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No one theory can explain
why we yawn
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shall was awarded the Nobel Peace
HEADLINE
Prize. Dr. Albert Schweitzer
Dear Heloise: I have a garreceived the Peace Prize for 1952.
ment that has a FABRIC-CARE
In 1961, the Soviet Union testLABEL for dry cleaning that is
ed a hydrogen bomb, the "Tsar
a
circle with a "W" inside. What
Bomba," with a force estimated
does that mean? - Ginni P., via
at about 50 megatons. The Soviemail
et Party Congress unanimously
The symbol for dry cleaning
approved a resolution ordering the
is the circle, and the letter "W"
by
removal. of. loset -Stalin's body
it means WETCLEANING,
from Lenin's tomb. i
Heloise inside
which means exactly like it
In 1972, 45 people were killed
sounds. Using water, special
when an Illinois Central Gulf comequipment, plus soaps and conditioners, clothes are
muter train was struck from behind
cleaned without using the chemicals that are used
by another train in Chicago's South
, for cleaning." However, dry cleaning is not really
Side.
DRY. It means no water is used, but rather liquid
solvents and chemicals are used.
Check with your cleaner if you have questions,
as they are the go-to experts. Many dry-clean items
can be wet-cleaned, but some can't. Yes, it can be
confusing! Follow the care label when in doubt. Heloise
HALLOWEEN TREATS _
Dear Readers: Halloween is almost here! Ghosts
and goblins are getting ready, too! What's the best
giveaway? It can be tricky (sorry, bad pun!) deciding what to hand out instead of candy, especially
with many children having allergies as well as safety concerns. Here are a few Heloise hints:
* How about a little sack with a small toy,
some stickers or the like. (Most of these items are
at dollar stores.)
WAIT'LL YOU SEE THE
* Coupon for ice cream or frozen yogurt.
-A AWESOME PAPER CLIP
* Glow sticks, which are fun for adults as well.
'CHAIN I'M MAKING Ar WORK/ ,
* Coins! One year I had a big plastic jack-o'-

lantern filled with change. The children could have
as much as they could grab with one hand!
- Heloise
HELP OTHERS
Dear Heloise: The agency I work for provides
grants for emergency, homeless shelters and subsidies for permanent housing for formerly homeless
individuals and families.
Knowing the constant need for personal-care
items for shelter visitors, I clip coupons for products such as shampoo, deodorant, toothpaste, etc.,
and match them to sale items. This allows me to
periodically donate shopping bags full of muchneeded and appreciated products to the shelter. I
spend only a few extra dollars and use coupons I
would otherwise pass on or toss. It's possible to
really stretch the value of a donation. - Jane S.,
Augusta, Maine
A big hug for you and all of my readers who
do the same! You can stock up on many items for
so little. Pass on these good things and make someone who may really need them happy. - Heloise
RECYCLE
Dear Heloise: I take the plastic flowerpots with
the hook that you buy annuals in, clean them out
and use them as a clothespin basket. The holes in
the bottom allow drainage, and the hook hangs up
on your clothesline. - Deborah G., via email
AUTO TRASH
Dear Heloise: An empty tissue box makes a
handy trash can for the car. It's just right for candy
wrappers, tissues, etc. When it's full, just throw it
away. - Wilda P.. Booneville, Miss.
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MY MOM
JUST TOLD
ME ABOUT
THE SWITCH
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THE SWITCH
WITCH?

WITCH.

YEAH.. THE SWITCH' WITCH
TAKES KIDS HALLOWEEN
CANDY WHILE THEY SLEEP
AND REPLACES IT
WITH HEALTHY,
NUTRITIOUS
SNACKS.

50 IN5TEAD
WITCH
OF 5KITTLE5, WITCH...
YOUEND UP
THAT'S
WITH NUTS
DIFFERENT.
AND BERRIES.

YEAH/ THIS
15 THE FIRST
HALLOWEEN I VE
ACTUALLY BEEN
SCAREP OF
SOMETHING.
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Hawaii residents leave
homes as lava flow nears
out flows gradually swallowing
PAHOA, Hawaii (AP) — Jeff and-go movement. It broke
more of the community, which
and
and Denise Lagrimas' single- of forest and pastureland
for
what happened to the Royal
is
areas
ed
inhabit
story home is just across the crossed into
sts
scienti
and Kalapana subdivisince
Garden
time
first
the
street from properties where
in
lava
1980s and 1990s.
about
g
the
in
warnin
sions
began
is
o
a
volcan
lava from Kilaue
"It's so surreal, it's so surreal.
expected to slither past on its August.
Pahoa residents have had Never in my wildest dreams as a
way to the ocean.
to prepare for what's kid growing up did I think I
weeks
r
to
anothe
g
But they're movin
town 14 miles away before been described as a slow- would be running from lava,"
have
they're able to find out whether motion disaster. Most
said Denise Lagrimas.
preare
or
left
y
alread
either
or
this forecast comes true
Some people want to watch
whether the molten rock oozes pared to go.
the lava destroy their homes as
At least 50 or 60 structures —
into their home instead.
it's one way to cope with the
ing homes and businesses
includ
"I don't want to stick around
loss.
— are in an area civil defense
and just wait for it to come and
"You can only imagine the
g
warnin
ly
take it," Denise Lagrimas said officials are current
tion as well as ... despair
frustra
while taking a break from load- will likely be hit.
going through," said
they're
Josiah Hunt. who has farm in
ing kitchen cups and bowls in
County Civil Defense
Hawaii
immenot
cardboard boxes. "You just a part of Puna that is
Oliveira.
diately threatened, described Director Darryl
never know."
last week as the
d
watche
Hunt
feeling
Civil defense officials in smelling burning grass,
Pahoa and
toward
crept
lava
hearand
Hawaii County said late warmth from the lava
house is
whose
and
woman
g
a
saw
sizzlin
and
ng
Tuesday the lava was about 370 ing "poppi
the front
at
lei
a
are
put
that
path
its
bursts
near
e
methan
the
all
yards from the main road in
ce ... of the flow. "It helps a person
distan
the
in
ing
happen
cial
commer
the
Pahoa town,
chirping come to grips with the reality of
center of Puna, a sprawling, mixed with the birds
frogs."
coqui
the
and
the situation," he said. "I found
mostly agricultural and forested
d
decide
family
as
Lagrim
The
it to be oddly comforting in a
part on the Big Island.
a safe really strange way."
town,
Kurtis
to
move
to
propprivate
d
entere
The lava
's current
Terri Mulroy, who runs Kumu
erty next to the main road and distance from Kilauea
flow.
other
Aina Farm with her husband,
was burning tires and
"We didn't want to go any- said the lava flow, while
prompted
materials. This
close enough
authorities to warn downwind where where it's
unnerving, has a cleansing qualto evacuhave
would
we
where
residents with respiratory probity to it because it keeps devellems to stay indoors. The lava ate again," she said.
t on the lush Hawaiian
opmen
The Lagrimases are also worwas edging forward at a rate of
in check.
island
ried the lava will block roads
about 10 to 15 yards per hour.
wasn't for the flow. I
it
"If
and preEarlier Tuesday, the lava leading out of Pahoa
't be able to live here,"
vent them from commuting to wouldn
burned down an empty shed.
Then there's she said. "This land would have
The lava picked up speed last their jobs in Hilo.
of subsequent been a golf course for the rich."
week after weeks of slow. stop- the prospect

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
wagen Bug parked in a
Volks
a
of
top
on
BUGGIN' A BUG: A large spider settles menacingly
nts
only a day away, the time for reside
driveway Wednesday in Murray. With Halloween
big
the
for
mes
costu
along with picking their
exploring their inner creativity for yard decor,
night is quickly waning.

Cause sought for space-supply rocket explosion

ATLANTIC, Va.(AP) — The
owners of a commercial supply
ship that exploded moments
after liftoff promised to find the
cause of the failed delivery mission to the International Space
Station and warned residents to
not touch any debris they might
stumble across from the craft,
which was carrying hazardous
materials.
Crews planned to hit the
ground at daybreak Wednesday
to search for pieces of Orbital
Sciences Corp.'s Antares rocket
and Cygnus cargo module,
which blew up Tuesday night
just moments after lifting off
from NASA's launch complex
at Wallops Island, Virginia, said
Bill Wrobel. director of the
facility.
The cargo ship was carrying
urn that has been filled by the
5,000 pounds of experiments
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.
and equipment for NASA. as
"It's been an unmitigated diswell as prepackaged meals and
said.
aster in that regard," Bush
freeze-dried Maryland crab"And he now is paying the
cakes for a Baltimore-born
price."
astronaut who's been in orbit for
Bush concluded the talk by
five months. All of the lost
saying that he would wait until
the end of the year before consulting with his family about
whether to make a run for president.
"If it's a yes. I guess you go in
the Batcave," he said. "You try
to acquire some superhuman
skills. which I definitely will
need, because I'm imperfect in
every way."
But Bush said he wasn't overly consumed by the heavy speculation about whether he would
seek to follow his father and
brother to the White House.
"I'm totally blessed," he said.
"So I'm not like really freaking
out about this decision."

Jeb Bush: Obama handling
of Ebola 'incompetent'

virus.
Bush, who is the latest potential Republican presidential candidate to attack the president
over Ebola, also said in a wideranging discussion at Vanderbilt
University that he supports travel restrictions for people who
have been to the most severely
affected countries in Africa.
Bush said Obama should have
been more "clear and concise"
about his plans, and lent more
credibility to health officials
leading the response.
"It looked very incompetent to
begin with, and that fueled fears
that may not be justified," Bush
said. "And now you have states
that are legitimately acting on
their concerns, creating a lot
more confusion than is neces-

of him meeting with the Ebola
team and embracing Nina
Pham, one of the Dallas nurses
who recovered after contracting
the disease. On Tuesday he
called U.S. workers in West
Africa and delivered a statement
from the South Lawn before
leaving on a campaign trip to
Wisconsin.
Bush contrasted what he characterized as the president's indecisive approach on Ebola to his
own actions as governor when
anthrax was mailed to a supermarket tabloid in Florida after
the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
2001.
"We gave people a sense of
calm, what the plan was." Bush
said. "We talked in plainspoken
English. We were totally
engaged."
Bush also criticized Obama's
foreign policy as lacking clear
"guiding principles," which he
said has created a power vacu-

sary."
Obama has tried to place his
own imprint on the government's response. making sure
photographers captured images

Correction
Poet Walt Whitman wrote
the work "Leaves of Grass"
that was mentioned in a
caption related to a photo
display that appeared in
Tuesday's Ledger & Times.
Due to a reporter's error, the
caption credited Robert
Frost.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call 753-1916.

United 004
Way
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's 1.1114P
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achievinp preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

near-flawless.
President Barack Obama has
long championed this commercial space effort. He was in
Wisconsin for a campaign rally
and was kept informed.
Orbital Sciences' executive
vice president Frank Culbertson
said the company carried insurance on the mission, which he
valued at more than $200 million, not counting repair costs.
The explosion hit Orbital
Science's stock, which fell more
than 15 percent in after-hours
trading.
By coincidence, the Russian
Space Agency was proceeding with
its own supply run Wednesday,
planned well before the U.S.
mishap.
John L,ogdson,former space policy director at George Washington
University, said the explosion was
unlikely to be a major setback to
NASA's commercial space plans.
But he noted it could derail Orbital
Sciences for a while given the company has just one launch pad and
the accident occurred right above it.

Don't Get"Tricked"Into
Drugs & Alcohol!
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By ERIK SCHELZIG
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
on Tuesday criticized President
Barack Obama's initial handling
of the Ebola crisis as "incompetent." saying it gave rise to
unneeded fears among the
American public about the

materials will be replaced and
flown to the 260-mile-high
space station. NASA space station program manager Mike
Suffredini said. He said astronauts at the station currently
have enough supplies to last
until spring.
The accident could draw
scrutiny to the space agency's
growing reliance on private
U.S. companies in the postshuttle era. NASA is paying billions of dollars to Virginiabased Orbital Sciences and the
California-based SpaceX company to make station deliveries,
and it's counting on SpaceX and
Boeing to start flying U.S.
astronauts to the orbiting lab as
early as 2017. It was the fourth
Cygnus bound for the orbiting
lab; the first flew just over a
year ago. SpaceX is scheduled
to launch another Dragon supply ship from Cape Canaveral,
Florida, in December.
Until Tuesday, all of the supmissions by Orbital
ply
Sciences and SpaceX had been

*
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HELP NEEDED
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
QUALIFICATIONS....but not limited to;
2:00 a.m.
• Able to work flexible hours (mostly from
to 8:00 a.m. Monday - Saturday).
time.
• Must be able to stand for long periods at a
• Must be able to lift up to 50 lbs.
•Ability to work well with others.
• A clean driving record.
Apply in person at....

Make Good Decisions this
Halloween - Party Sober!'
www.ccasap.com 270-762-7332

IfillartIGER

&TIMES

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

And us on Facebook

facebook.comicallowaycountyasap
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to the Angels in the first.
Both managers promised quick
hooks if their starters showed the
From Page 2
slightest signs of faltering, and both
"lBand of Misfits" in 2010 when they managers delivered as Tim
Hudson
beat Texas to win the franchise's first and Jeremy Guthrie combined
for 15
title since 1954 in New York. Two oucs — matching the fewest
by
years later,they swept Detroit for an- Game 7 starters. Hudson, at 39 the
other championship.
oldest Game 7 starter, allowed two
And this time, keeping up their runs in 1 2-3 innings. The 35-yearevery-other-year success, the Giants old Guthrie took the loss, giving up
became just the second NL team with three runs in 31-3 innings
three titles in a five-year span, matchJeremy Affeldt followed Hudson
ing Stan Musial's St. Louis Cardinals with 21.3 innings of one-hit,scoreof 1942-46.
less relief in his longest outing since
Home teams had won nine straight July 2012,getting help from the first
Game 7s in the Series since Pitts- successful replay challenge in World
burgh's victory at Baltimore in 1979, Series histcry.
including the Royals' 11-0 rout of St.
With his shaggy hair making him
Louis in 1985.Teams hosting the first look every bit a gunslinger. Bumgartwo games had won 23 of the last 28 ner entered to boos in the bottom of
including five in a row.And the the fifth, coated his long arms with
Giants had lost all four oftheir previ- rosin and groomed the pocked-up
ous World Series pushed to the limit. mound with his spikes.
But before a pumped-up,blue-andHe gave up an opposite-field single
white-clad crowd of 40535 that to his first batter,Omar Infante, who
hoped noise and passion could lift the advanced on a sacrifice. Bumgamer
small-market Royals to a title that it-tired Non Aoki on a liner near the
seemed improbable when Kansas left-field line that was grabbed by
City was languishing two games Juan Perez, starting over Travis
under 500 in mid-July. the Giants lshikawa because of his defense.
won the second all-wild card World Bumgarner then struck out 1.orenzo
Series, 12 years after losing Game 7 Cain.

He retired the side in order in the
sixth,seven and eighth,increasing his
pitch count to 52.With loud chants of
"Lees Go Royals!" echoing through
Kauffman Stadium, he struck out
Eric Hosmer to open the ninth after
falling behind 072.,then retired Billy
Butler on a foulout to bring up Gordon.
The 25-year-old Btungarner allowed two hits, struck out four and
walked none.He pitched 522-3 postseason innings,4 1-3 more than the
previous mark set by Arizona's Curt
Schilling in 2001,and finished with
270 innings combined,including the
regular season.
Voted the Series MVP, MadBum
became king ofSoMa.and from Nob
Hill to North Beach,from The Marina to The Mission, San Francisco
celebrated another title won by Kung
Fu Panda and Hunter Pence.
Pence batted .444 in the Series and
Sandoval,a free-agent-to-be playing
perhaps his last game for the Giants,
finished at .429 following a three-hit
night. In an era when pitching and
computer-aided defense has supplanted steroids-saturated sluggers,
baseball's dominant tram established
itself in the tech-fueled, boomtown
by the Bay.

COW art featuring Murray State junior running back Pokey Harris taken during a home football
game on October 25, 2014, against Kentucky Wesleyan by Kyser Lough / For the Ledger.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Dallas
6
2 0 750
Philadelphia
5
2 0 714
N.Y. Giants
3 4 0 429
Washington
3 5 0 375
South
W
L T Pct
Carolina
3 4 1 438
New Orleans
3 4 0 429
Atlanta
2 6 0 250
Tampa Bay
1
6 0 143
North
W
L T Pct
Detroit
6 2 0 750
Green Bay
5 3 0 625
Chicago
3 5 0 375
Minnesota
3 5 0 375
West
W
L T Pct
Arizona
6
1 0 857
San Francisco
4 3 0 571
Seattle
4 3 0 571
St. Louis
2 5 0 286
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Paid for by Michael Conley for PVA.

November 4th!

MIKE
CONLEY

Elect

BestChoiceforPVA

"I Like Mike"

NFL Glance
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
F-ast
W
LT Pct
New England
6 2 0 .750
Buffalo
5 3 0 .625
Miami
4 3 0 .571
N.Y. Jets
1
7 0 .125
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapolis
5 3 0 .625
Houston
4 4 0 .500
Tennessee
2 6 0 .250
Jacksonville
1
7 0 .125
North
W
L T Pet
Cincinnati
4 2 1 .643
Baltimore
5 3 0 .625
Pittsburgh
5 3 0 .625
Cleveland
4 3 0 .571
West
W
L T Pct
Denver
6 1 0 .857
San Diego
5 3 0 .625
Kansas City
4 3 0 .571
Oakland
0 7 0 .000

Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

Haverstock Insurance Agency
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CHARLOTTE,N.C.(AP) — Drew
Brees and the New Orleans Saints
have to find a way to win on the road
if they plan to take over first place in
the NFC South.
That's something they haven't been
able to d..) this season.
The Saints are 3-0 at home but 0-4
away from the Superdome entering
Thursday night's critical division
game at Carolina(3-4-1).
It's not that the Saints haven't been
close. Three of their four road losses
have been by three points or less.
Their only lopsided effort was a 21point loss at Dallas.
"If it was something where we could
say that is the reason and cause, it
would be easy to turn around and fix,"
Saints right tackle Zach Strief said.
"There are a lot of things that are
going to go into it.... If it was as simple as the beds are different or the
food is different, we would just
change those things. But it's not that
simple."
Drew Brees said the Saints have felt
good about their game plan on the
road, but simply aren't executing as
well as when they play at home. That
is a continuing trend for the Saints,614 on the road the past three seasons.
The Saints and Panthers split last
year's season series in two completely
different December games.
Brees threw for 313 yards and four
touchdowns in the Saints' 31-13 win
Suuser the Panthers at the Louisiana
perdome. Two weeks later. the Panthers intercepted Brees twice and
limited him to 281 yards passing on a
wet outdoor field in Charlotte and
w on 17-13.
Linebacker Luke Kuechly had 24
tackles in Carolina's w in.
"I has en't quite figured it out,"
Kuechly said of the Saints struggles

By STEVE REED
AP Sports Writer

Saints,Panthers
set to square off
for top spot
of NFC South

Clasky

DAVID J. PHILLIP /AP Photo
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Player of the Week

and catcher Buster Posey celSan Francisco Giants' Madison Bumgamer,right,
against the Kansas City Royals
ebrate after Game 7 of baseball's World Series
Wednesday, Oct 29, 2014, in Kansas City, Mo.
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Blanco,who let the ball get past
him for an error that allowed
Gordon to reach third.
Bumgamer calmly retired
Salvador Perez on a foulout to
third Pedro Sandoval. Bumgarner was immediately embraced
by catcher Buster Posey, and
rest of the Giants rushed to the
mound to join the victory party.
Most of the San Francisco players tossed their gloves high in
the air as they ran to the center
of the diamond.
Three days after throwing 117
pitches in a four-hit shutout to
win Game 5,Bumgamer threw
68 more and dropped his
record-low career Series ERA
to a barely visible 0.25.
He joined Arizona ace Randy
Johnson (2001) as the only
pitchers in the expansion era to
win three games in one Series.
The Giants were dubbed a

Bumgarner,San Francisco
win World Series Game 7
fly RONALD BUM
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)
— Madison Bumgamer and the
San Francisco Giants succeeded
where no team had in 3 1/2
decades, winning Game 7 on
the road for their third World
Series title in five years.
Punctuating one of the finest
October performances in baseball history. Bumgarner came
out of the bullpen to pitch five
scoreless innings on two days'
rest for his third win of the Series, and the Giants held off the
Kansas City Royals 3-2
Wednesday night in a championship pushed to the limit.
A two-out misplay in the
ninth almost wrecked it for
Bumgamer and the Giants. He
had retired 14 in a row when
Alex Gordon's single fell in
front of center fielder Gregor
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end Jimmy Graham is showing significant progress from his Week 5 shoulder injury. In his first game back at
Detroit. Brees threw to him only twice
and he did not have a catch. "I guess I
was more of a decoy," Graham said.
A week later against Green Bay.Graham played 62 percent of New Orleans' offensive snaps and caught five
passes for 59 yards, including a 22yard TD. "I just want to be there for
the guys." said Graham, who has
caught a touchdown pass in five
straight games against the Panthers.
OH CANADA: The Panthers will
turn to an undrafted rookie from
Canada to protect Cam Newton's
blind side. David Foucault, who
played his college football in Montreal and made the Panthers roster
after a spring minicamp tryout, will

an NFL game

PAUL SAtCYA / AP Photo

make his NFL starting debut at left
tackle. Byron Bell is out with an injured knee and elbow. The 6-foot-8.
305-pound Foucault played 30 snaps
last week against Seattle at both tackle
positions after Bell and right tackle
Nate Chandler went down with injuries. Chandler will start at right
tackle.
LACK OF SACK ATTACK: Pro
Bowl defensive end Greg Hardy had
three sacks in the last meeting with
the Saints. but he won't be a factor this
time. Hardy is appealing his conviction of two domestic violence charges
and is still not on the team's active
roster. Carolina's pass rush has suffered without him. Midway through
the season the Panthers are on pace
for 32 sacks after leading the league
with 60 in 2013.

reacts after a failed third down-attempt in
New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees
2014.
against the Detroit Lions Sunday, Oct. 19,

on the road. "But the one thing you
know is they show how good they can
be at home. I don't know what the deal
is on the road, but anytime you have
Drew Brees you can be dangerous."
Other things to look for Thursday
night:
WILLIAMS ON THE RUN: The
Panthers are thrilled to have DeAngelo Williams back to pair with
Jonathan Stewart in the backfield.The
franchise's all-time leading rusher has
missed the last four games with an
ankle injury and six gaMestwerall this
season. "It'll be a nice boost." coach
Ron Rivera said. "When he and
Jonathan get rolling and doing the
things they do. that's a huge thing for
us. That could be a nice shot in the
arm
BIG SHOULDERS: Saints tight
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Marcus Holliday catches a pass.

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Pokey Harris rushes up the field.

Aupsung

They're beat up.They're tired.
But now,it's go time for the Racers.
So far, the season hasn't been exactly what head coach Chris Hatcher
and his team wanted, making Saturday's win an important one.
Now,Murray State has four games
left to salvage their season,starting
with a home game against UT Martin
this Saturday.
Last week,the Racers dominated
the game from the opening kick,
tolling to an 86-29 win over Kentucky Wesleyan.
"We did what we were supposed
to," Hatcher said."We beat an opponent that we were better than,and we
beat them soundly. Sometimes that's
the matt of a team that is improving."
He said they improved in all phases
of their game.

By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

On special teams,two kickoffs and
one punt was returned for touchdowns.
The defense shut the Panthers
down in the second half.
The offense scored on 13 of 16
drives - two drives ended because of
the end of the half.
And most importantly,the Racers
only had one turnover.
In their previous games,turnovers
played a big factor in two losses of 7
points or less.
Without fumbles and interceptions,
Hatcher said his offense is one of the
most productive units anywhere.
"You take away the turnovers,and
we're probably one of the top offenses in the country," he said."It
just come down to a matter of us
hanging on to the football. We feel
like if we do that, we feel like we've
got a chance to have a good offensive
outing every single time we take the
field."
Hanging on to the ball Will be espe-

cially important against UT Martin.
The Skyhawks have scored 94
points off their opponents turnovers
so far this season, accounting for
nearly 40 percent of their tbtal scoring.
In recent years, the two teams have
developed a rivalry, with the Skyhawks winning eight of the last nine.
Last season, UT Martin beat the
Racers 66-59,setting an OVC record
for combined points in a conference
game.
Hatcher doesn't expect this year to
be much different.
"It's going to be a big battle," he
said."I'm hoping that our team can
put everything together this week and
start playing ball like we're capable
of playing."
Hatcher said a big key in the success will be the efficiency of the
rushing game.
Last week,Pokey Harris turned in
the first 100-yard rushing game of
the season for the Racers.
"Any time that you can establish
the run in a football game, it opens
up everything else," Hatcher said. "ft
really makes it a lot easier to move
the football."
He knows it will be a tough
matchup with UT Martin's defensive
coordinator Jeff Byrd, who Hatcher
has coached against since his days in
Division II football.
"(Byrd) knows what we like to do
and I know what he likes to do,"
Hatcher said."It comes down to a
matter of who executes the best."
On the other side of the ball, the
Racers will have to stop a Skyhawk
offense averaging 26.8 points and
411.6 yards per game.
After last week's win, Hatcher
thinks his team has the confidence to
get another win.
"Our guys seem to have a little
more pep in their step," he said.
"They know what this game means. I
think we'll play well and I'm looking
forward to it."

Murray State ready for rivalry game against UT Martin

No SURPRISES.JUST EXECUTION.

KD Humphries runs in for a touchdown.
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Glynri's 58-yard catch over the
back and down the left sideline put
the Murray Tigers up 15-14 over
Madisonville North Hopkins last
Friday night. Glynn continues to
be the go-to receiver in the Tiger
offense.

PEYTON G LYNN
JR.. • FOOTBALL WR1DB

Player of the Week

liolland literally outdid himself
.1 last Saturday, breaking his single-game rushing record with 430
4
, yards and six touchdowns against
. the North Bullitt Eagles. Holland
n, ow has 1,500 yards and 14 scores
on the season.

TRISTAN HOI I AND
SR • FO0TBA1 I RB/DB

Player of the Week
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•Served 3 Terms on the Council
• Leadership Murray,Graduate
•KY League of Citizen Officials Academy,
Louisville, Graduate
•5 Years Murray-Calloway County Park Board
• 25 Years Local Business Owner,Retired
•45 Years Independent Avon Representative

"I will listen to the people"

BRANDON #7

Please vote for Jane

Listening to the concerns ofthe citizens is one ofthe most
important things a member ofthe council can do. What is best
for the majority, how their tax money is spent and eliminating
unnecessary spending. Working to help Murray grow and prosper
while preserving the places and things that are important to us.
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"I'm just out
there to run
the ball and
try to win uso
some games.
- Senior running
back Tristan Holland
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vindication
Lakers look to close
season with an edge
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
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Still, the Lakers are far from comfortable, and
head coach Brad Lawson said it would be unwise
to peer into the playoffs and lose focus on Friday
night.
"There is no reason to look ahead," he noted.if
we do,then we will get embarrassed like last year.
We are not consistent enough to look ahead for any
reason.
"This is a big game."
A win would certainly bring momentum to a club
seeking its first win streak of the year, but in order
to make it happen, the Laker defense will have to
corral a spread option quarterback in Tyreke Wilson.
The sophomore quarterback has completed just
over 50 percent of his passes on the season for
1,108 yards and 12 touchdowns,but also leads the
Wildcats with 136 rushes for 597 yards and 10
touchdowns.
To make Wilson even more dangerous,the Wildcats like to roll with a two-back pistol formation,
where Skylar Pool (76 carries, 438 yards. five
touchdowns) and Quan Kirby (36 carries. 236
yards,two touchdowns)can help should the load in
the backfield.
Pool also is second on the team in receptions with
17 catches and 186 yards. while Brandon Wilson
continues to be the go-to guy with 19 catches, 399
yards and five touchdowns.
Last week,senior running back Tristan Holland
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against Trigg Co.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

ran for a school record 430 yards and six touchdowns, putting him at 1,500 yards and 14 touchdowns on the season. Needing a shade above 200
yards to break the single-season Laker record,Holland said he is more worried about wins,but wouldn't mind tacking his name on the title.
"I'm just out there to run the ball and try to win
us some games," he said."I hope! break the record,
but if! don't, I'm not worried about it. Hopefully
we can go out and get the running game started
early on Friday."
With Holland peaking toward the end of the season and McPherson returning to a full bill of health,
offense has been less of a concern for the Lakers
this week, while defense continues to be a focal
point week in and week out.
"On defense, we've got to get the call, make the
read and finish the tackle," Lawson said.
Added senior tnidlinebacker Josh Jones,"This
week, we've got to stop the sweep and the quarterback."
Game time is set for 7 p.m. in Cadiz.
NOTES: Lawson said with his health continuing
- to flare up,his chances of being on the sideline Friday night are "50/50," and the team has stated they
have a different feel without their coach on the
field.
"He's our defensive coordinator," said linebacker
Luke Emerine."Without him being there...
the defense isn't the same," Jones finished.

get his share of carries Friday
Calloway's Tristan Holland will certainly
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With the regular season coming to a close and
their playoff fate already determined, it would be
easy for the Calloway County Laken(3-6)to look
past Trigg County this Friday and set their sights
on Warren East next week.
After the Wildcats (5-4) crushed the Lakers on
Senior Night last season, however, their is some
residual emotions remaining on a squad hungry for
another win before moving into the postseason.
"If we get up on them,coach has already told us
'no foot off the pedal'." said quarterback Thad
McPherson. "I just want to keep running it on
them -400 yards rushing,500 yards passing. In the
fourth quarter,just keep the starters in and keep it
.
going.
"It's not like revenge because that's the wrong
mindset, but you want to be clicking on full cylinders."
Maybe it isn't revenge, but a win Friday would
certainly bring vindication to the Lakers who bore
witness to the Wildcat passing attack last year with
the game well in hand.
Calloway County picked up two wins this weekend -one on the scoreboard after a wild 68-41 victory Saturday over the visiting North Bullit Eagles,
and another from KHSAA after a ruling came down
against Hopkinsville based on eligibility issues.
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FILLING THE

GAP

Tigers hope
to close distance
between
'good,' 'great'

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

After Murray's 27-15 loss to Madisonville North
Hopkins last Friday, the Tigers (5-4) know they
have two options from here going forward.
Knuckle down and cut down on the mistakes,or
continue to cough up the ball,commit penalties and
lose close games against great opponents.
The Tigers would certainly prefer for the former,
rather than the latter.
"After practice today, and even on Sunday, we
talked about how the season is starting over for us,"
said head coach Keith Hodge."This is a different
part of the season. You either get better,or it's over
quick."
Next up on Murray's slate is a final regular season
bout with Fulton County at 7 p.m. this Friday at Ty
Holland Stadium,and while the Tigers are certainly
the multiple-touchdown favorite, the Black and
Gold are much more worried about their side of the
ball than anything else.
Fumbles and penalties have been the main culprits
behind Murray's attempts to move into the upper
echelon of regional football, and miscues weigh
heavy in losses against the Maroons, Caldwell
County, Mayfield and Graves County.
"We've just been refocusing on fundamentals,"
Hodge added."We haven't had that complete game
come together - whether it's penalties or fumbles.
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few more touches this Friday at Ty Holla
Expect Murray's Malik Britt (27)to get a
at
blocking scheme for a Tiger offensive line that
We've spent most of this week trying to find out exmatimes has shined, while other times has been
actly why it is happening."
ligned with false starts and holding calls.
Hodge also noted an improved attitude in practice,
Furthermore, Hodge said it was time to get newhumas the loss to Madisonville may have been a
The
comer Malik Brie more involved in the offense.
bling experience for his players.
g deg sophomore has been returning kicks and playin
With the expectations of performing well bearin
and
g fensive back since the Ballard Memorial game.
down, Hodge believes his squad is finally startin
out.
the the young playmaker has begun to stand
to "fill the gap" between what it takes to become
g
"I'll start Jonathan Curd, but I plan on gettin
best and actually becoming the best.
Hodge
Malik the ball early to see what he can cio,"•
"I think everyone is finally starting to figure out
" said of the backfield.
that we are going to get everyone's best game,
for
With Friday's contest serving as Senior Night
to
Hodge added."The kids know what they need
see a much
n, the Tigers, Sholar said he is hoping to
do. We've got to battle. It's notjust going to happe
ason.
more focused group heading into the postse
and that's how it works."
He believes the Second halves in close games have
Since scraping by crosstown rival Fulton City 20where the
h been the biggest problem for Murray,
to
18 on Sept.5,the Pilots'(1-7) have trudged tluoug
pressure starts to creep in and the focus begins
a five-game losing streak - giving up 50 to South
crack.
Fulton,Tennessee;49 to Gibson County,Tennessee,
of
"I feel like we haven't finished strong in any
to
45 to Russellville,69 to Mayfield and 40 more
things
our games," he said."We have to fix the little
Fulton City in their second clash last week.
out and keep things one game at a time."
The Tiger defense should see a revolving door
NOTES: Hodge said LB/RB Keshun Love, who
Ford,
ofthe backfield with Matthew Bodon.Tanner
County two
get- suffered a knee injury against Caldwell
d
Aaron King and Terrell Wilson all potentially
weeks ago, is "looking good and moving aroun
ting carries for the Pilots.
field
well," and barring any setbacks should take the
A few changes are coming on the offensive side
y in the first
ck Eli again next week against Union Count
of the ball for the Tigers,Hedge said,as fullba
, wound of the KHSAA 2A playoffs.
Sholar will move to tight end with Ire Hornbuckle
Sholar said he is more than comfortable with playnicely
while John Ryne Winchester should settle in
quite
ing the tight end position - a location he saw
at the fullback position.
s.
l a bit during his sophomore and junior season
The moves could• bring about a better overal

